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Welcome to

Whitecode Consulting



Introduction
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 The following presentation aims to describe the fundamental components and design 
requirements of the following systems:

➢ Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)

➢ Audio/Video Door Entry

➢ Electronic Access Control

➢ Satellite and TV Integrated Reception Systems

➢ Fire Alarm Systems

 These systems are generally installed by specialist contractors who design, supply and install 
the systems based on a performance specification



Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
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 CCTV is generally designed to meet the 
requirements of ‘Secured by Design’ as well as 
to the clients’ specification/preference

 ‘Secured by Design’ (SbD) is not specific on 
CCTV, but the SbD Officer may have their own 
project-specific requirements in this area

 Cameras are generally installed to cover 
entrances, circulation/communal areas, car 
parks and external areas of the site



Analogue vs Internet Protocol (IP)
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 Analogue typically utilises co-axial cable, similar to TV cables

 Traditional video uses Internet Protocol (IP) and transmits images over IP

 Analogue systems are generally more cost-effective than IP systems

 IP systems can be more cost-effective, depending on the size of the system:

➢ e.g. in expansive sites where co-axial cable runs would require higher 
specification cables and repeater equipment, IP systems become more 
cost comparable

 The cabling used for IP systems is cheaper compared to co-axial cable, but 
the Ethernet switches and IT infrastructure make the overall system more 
costly 

 IP can be more cost-effective if other systems share the same backbone; 
e.g. if CCTV access control, IRS, etc., runs over the same backbone, there will 
be small but significant savings across all packages, which can equate to a 
more substantial overall saving



Camera Types
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 Static – this camera is fixed in position and cannot be moved using 
CCTV control

 Pan, Tilt and Zoom (PTZ) – this camera is motorised and can be 
adjusted using a CCTV control panel to either pan (rotate on 
horizontal axis), tilt (rotate on vertical axis) or zoom in an out of image

 360o - this camera has a ‘fisheye’ lens allowing 360o view; it is an 
alternative to PTZ and can reduce the number of static cameras 
required; it is generally more expensive than a static camera



Camera Types
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Pole-Mounted (can be combined 

with external lighting columns)

Wall-Mounted



Audio/Video Door Entry Systems
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 Often confused with ‘Access Control’, but they are 
completely separate entities.  There is, however, an 
interface between the two to allow the front door to be 
released

 Systems can be audio-only or audio and video

 Allows communication between visitors and residents

 Resident can then decide whether to release the door or 
‘meet & greet’

 Resident can see image of caller without having to enter 
into communication

 With a video system, the visitor can hear the resident, but 
cannot see them



Two Wire vs Internet Protocol
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 A two-wire bus was used traditionally, but is still 
an option today should there be a requirement

 Non-polarised bus wiring is a very simple and 
cost-effective installation

 IP systems have been around for many years

 Wiring and communication is based on IP

 Involves increased capital and installation costs, 
but more recently costs are starting to lower

 For very large sites, IP can be more cost-
effective than two wire, especially when using IP 
backbone for other systems, such as CCTV and 
access control



Examples of Entry Panels and Handsets 
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Electronic Access Control
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 Proximity readers and 
electronic locks replace 
traditional keys and locks

 Can be keypad and pin 
number, but rarely used on 
multi-dwelling developments

 Locks specified as part of 
ironmongery package

 Control system specified as 
part of M&E package so co-
ordination required between 
the two



Electronic Access Control
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 Separate to, but interfaced with, the 
door entry system; allows visitor 
entrance doors to be released remotely

 Logs can be retained showing which fob 
released which door, and when

 Any securely held doors need to have a 
manual way of overriding the locks 
locally (either green break glass unit or 
handle will suffice)



Integrated Reception Systems
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 Reception system for TV, FM Satellite

 May be one satellite service or multiple, e.g. Sky+, Hotbird, 
Arabsat, Turksat

 Array installed on roof, usually tallest block, but at very least a 
position with good line of sight to transmitters

 TV and FM signals combined and distributed over a single 
cable throughout system; signals later split in the apartment

 Satellite signals kept separate in riser, combined to apartment

 Multi-switches allow all the signals to be combined over two 
cables to each apartment (assuming only one receiver per 
apartment)

 Signals actually transmitted over cable depend on which 
receiver is connected within the dwelling



Non-Domestic Fire Detection and Alarm 
Systems
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 Designed to BS 5839-1

 Fire detection and alarm systems are generally provided 
in areas requiring simultaneous evacuation, e.g. 
basement car parks or ‘back of house’ areas

 Fire alarm systems are not usually provided to communal 
areas of apartment blocks which have enhanced fire 
separation

 Mechanical smoke clearance systems are a type of fire 
detection system, but do not sound an alarm in order to 
simultaneously evacuate occupants; they are there solely 
to operate the smoke clearance equipment, so there is 
usually a requirement for detectors in communal 
corridors and ‘Alert AOV’ panels in any concierge areas or 
lobbies, which may be interfaced with main FA, 
dependent on the fire strategy laid down



Domestic Fire Alarm Systems
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 Designed to BS 5839-6

 Inspection and testing will form part of BS 7671 testing; following 
this, a fire system certificate for design, installation and 
commissioning is issued

 A copy of the certificate will form part of the resident handover 
pack and needs to include the manufacturers instructions for the 
equipment installed

 Testing is carried out in accordance with manufacturers 
instructions, which is usually a button on the device, however 
there may be remote test facilities (e.g. where detectors are 
installed on high ceilings or where dwellings are designed 
specifically for wheelchair users, etc.)
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Thank You For Listening

Any Questions?


